We have carried out time-dependent transport analysis calculations using experimentally determined plasma parameters to obtain the variation of electron and ion thermal diffusivities following pellet injection into moderate density ALCATOR C discharges. The ion thermal diffusivity, which is typically higher than neoclassical predictions by a factor of four in the gas fueled target plasma, is found to decrease following injection to approximately the neoclassical value. The electron thermal conductivity is not reduced following injection. The improvement in ion transport correlates with the peaking of the density profile and may be related to the reduction in the quantity dln Ti/dln n in the pellet fueled case. Extrapolation of these results to higher density plasmas, for which the electron and ion losses cannot be unambiguously measured, is consistent with previously reported increases in global energy confinement time accompanying pellet injection.
Background and Motivation
Pellet fueling has been demonstrated [1] to result in improved global energy confinement in high density (t, > 3 x 10 2 0 m-3 ) ohmically heated plasmas in the ALCATOR C tokamak. This range of densities corresponds, for gas fueled discharges, to the so-called saturated confinement regime, in which energy confinement departs from the neo-Alcator scaling r oc t, [2] . With pellet fueling, this degradation in confinement relative to the empirical scaling is not observed. At the highest densities, ft , 1 x 10 2 1 m-3 , the pellet fueled discharges have confinement times consistent with neoclassical ion transport and values of the confinement parameter,norE,in excess of the Lawson criterion for thermalized breakeven.
Neither the relatively poor confinement in gas fueled discharges nor the improved performance with pellet injection has been satisfactorily explained. In particular, since at high density the electron and ion temperatures are closely coupled, it is not possible to determine unambiguously whether the improvement relative to gas-fueled discharges is due to reductions in electron or ion losses. Previous experiments in gas fueled discharges at lower density indicated the presence of anomalous ion thermal conduction loss [2] . An ion thermal diffusivity,xi, roughly 3 to 5 times greater than the Chang-Hinton neoclassical prediction [3] was inferred from those results. Such an anomaly would be sufficient to account for the observed confinement behavior in higher density gas fueled plasmas. It is therefore natural to suppose that the beneficial effect of pellet injection is due to suppression of anomalous losses through the ion channel, perhaps through modification of the density or pressure profile. However, an increase in the electron thermal conductivity relative to the neo-Alcator value would also be consistent with the data. This interpretation [4] suggests an analogy to the appearance of enhanced electron losses in L-mode neutral beam heated tokamaks. The improved confinement in pellet fueled discharges might then be interpreted as a transition to H-mode resulting from a decrease in electron thermal conductivity.
To clarify the effect of pellet injection on electron and ion heat transport processes,
we have carried out pellet injection experiments at moderate density (1 x 1020 < ft, < 3 x 10 2 0 m-3 ); for these parameters T, and Ti are sufficiently separated for the electron and ion energy loss channels to be distinguished. Global energy confinement times in these plasmas are typically in the "unsaturated" or electron dominated regime characterized by neo-Alcator scaling. We employ time-dependent transport analyses using the experimentally determined plasma parameters to obtain the variation of electron and ion thermal diffusivities during the discharge.
Experimental
In the present experiments the ALCATOR C tokamak (major radius R=0.64 m, minor radius a=0.165 m) was operated at toroidal fields in the range 8.0 S BT < 10.OT with plasma current 250 < I < 55OkA. Frozen deuterium pellets were injected at -600-800 m/sec into ohmically heated D+ discharges by means of a four-shot pneumatic injector [5].
Two pellet sizes, with diameters of 1.0 and 1.5 mm, containing approximately 3 x 1019 and 6 x 1019 deuterium atoms respectively, were employed. The density of the target plasma was typically in the range 1 < ft, < 2.5 x 10 20 m~3 . Molybdenum limiters were employed throughout the course of these experiments. The shape of the electron temperature profile is essentially the same before and after injection, although the peak temperature is reduced in the post-injection plasma. The density profile, on the other hand, becomes significantly more peaked following injection, as shown in figure 2 , and relaxes slowly to a shape similar to that of the target gas-fueled plasma. This behavior may be seen more clearly in figure 3 , which depicts the temporal behavior of the scale lengths aT., the effective Gaussian width of the electron temperature profile, and reff, a measure of the density scale length related to the "peak-to-average ratio" and defined here by a reff= n(r)dr/n(0).
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Analysis Technique
The data analysis is carried out using a modified version of the ONETWO The physical processes considered in the analysis include electron and ion heat transport, particle transport, magnetic diffusion, neutral transport, and radiation. The analysis is performed in 1-D geometry, assuming concentric circular flux surfaces. The relevant diffusion equations are
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Here, r.,, are the electron and ion particle fluxes; S, is the net (electron) source rate from all processes;x,,; are the thermal diffusivities of electrons and ions, respectively; Pn is the ohmic heating power density,(E -j); P,& is the electron-ion equilibration power; Prad is the local radiated power density; and PcX represents the charge-exchange loss term.
Boundary conditions for the electron temperature and density are taken from fits to the measured profiles. The ion temperature at the boundary is assumed equal to the local electron temperature. The boundary condition for the magnetic diffusion equation is obtained from the total plasma current.
A single impurity species, either carbon or oxygen, is assumed to be present, and the particle flux is taken to be ambipolar, i.e.
-r Zziri.
(5)
The impurity temperature is taken equal to that of the hydrogenic ion species. The total source rate (Eq. 1) is obtained with the aid of a neutral transport package. An assumed global particle confinement time, In, provides the necessary boundary condition for this calculation. For the plasma parameters considered here, the results of the analysis are insensitive to the choice of this parameter. Radiated power (Eq. 2) is calculated for bremmstrahlung and line radiation due to the assumed impurity species.
For our purposes it is not necessary to model the internal particle source due to ablation of the pellet explicitly. Rather, an ad hoc source term S,, 1 is introduced which balances the observed an/at at the time of injection. This technique avoids numerical difficulties associated with the very rapid flows immediately after injection.
The magnetic diffusion equation is solved assuming classical resistivity and using I,(t)
as the boundary condition. Zff is adjusted to match the experimental loop voltage and the resulting value compared with that determined by the visible Bremsstrahlung diagnostic for consistency. The shape of the Zeff profile is adjusted over a narrow range to provide consistency between the computed value of the axial safety factor qo and the presence or absence of sawteeth in the discharge. Since the experimental inputs are averaged over sawtooth periods, no explicit effects of internal disruptions are included in the time-dependent analysis. The time-averaged effects of sawteeth on the central energy and particle balance are therefore included in the inferred values of the transport coefficients.
The ion heat transport equation is solved assuming an ion thermal diffusivity of the
where X 'eO is the Chang-Hinton neoclassical coefficient, Db is the Bohm diffusivity and 1 f(q) = 1 --I < 1+ (1/q -1) 2 models the time-averaged effect of sawtooth activity. The time dependent anomaly factor W(t) is dynamically adjusted to reproduce the observed neutron emission rate using a "feedback" procedure
where ReIP is the experimentally observed neutron rate and Rcod' is the rate predicted by the code. The gains G 1 and G 2 are chosen to avoid numerical instability. A similar procedure is used to adjust Zeff to obtain the correct voltage when solving the magnetic diffusion equation.
Results
Pre-pellet plasmas typically exhibit values of ion thermal conductivity a factor of three to five higher than neoclassical. This trend is apparent over a wide range of parameters, and confirms earlier work [2] which concluded that significant anomalous ion losses were present. Following pellet injection the anomaly factor typically decreases to order unity, as shown in the time history in figure 4. In this example, the improvement persists for 60 msec, following which a significant anomaly reappears. The inferred value of Xi at the half radius falls from ~ O.5m 2 /sec before the pellet to less than 0.1 m 2 /sec at 50 msec after injection. Variation of the ion thermal diffusivity before and after pellet injection for a range of plasma currents is shown in figure 5 . The improvement is consistent and persists for between 20 and > 100 maec in different discharges.
While ion thermal transport decreases following pellet injection, the electron thermal conductivity re, in general either remains constant or increases somewhat according to the code results. The increase in these cases however may be artificial, since the radiation losses included in these code runs are the result of a calculation based on a single, low Z impurity species, rather than on bolometric measurements. It is therefore possible that increased radiation loss at the higher density following injection is being incorrectly attributed to electron thermal conduction. The uncertainties in the electron transport are thus more severe than for the ions. Values of the electron thermal conductivity corresponding to the ion data in figure 5 are shown in figure 6 . From neo-Alcator scaling we would expect X, to be independent of density, and therefore unchanged following pellet injection. If the increases shown are not due to errors in the modelling, they may result from an unfavorable dependence on Vn, which might be expected for drift wave transport. However, because of the uncertainty noted above, no strong conclusions on this point can be drawn from the present data, beyond the qualitative observation that, in contrast to the ions, electron losses do not in general decrease following pellet injection.
The most apparent difference between the pellet-and gas-fueled discharges in terms of directly measured experimental quantities is the more peaked density profiles typical of the post-injection plasmas. We note that the temporal behavior of the ion anomaly depicted in figure 4 is similar to the evolution of the density profile width re/ for this shot ( figure 3) . In figure 7 we plot these quantities for a different shot, in which the peaking of the density profile persists for several hundred msec. The qualitative similarity of the two traces is also evident in this case, suggesting a correlation between the shape of the density profile and the mechanism for the anomalous ion loss. A plot of Xi/XNeo V8. r for a collection of data is shown in figure 8 , and does indicate at least a weak correlation.
However, the large scatter in the data may imply that the "proper" scaling variable for the ion anomaly is more complicated than the simple global quantity reff. The fact that several of the points in figure 8 correspond to anomaly factors less than one is consistent with the estimated errors discussed in the following section.
Error Sensitivity
Because the difference between T, and Ti is small, particularly after the pellet is injected, there are necessarily significant uncertainties in the values of the transport coefficients resulting from our analysis. We have conducted sensitivity studies to assess the reliability of our results.
The principal experimental uncertainties arise from the accuracy of the measurement of T, and the density profile. The error in the central electron temperature is estimated, from comparison of calibrations due to soft X-ray and Thomson scattering techniques and from shot to shot variation over similar discharges, to be of the order of 10% . The width of the T, profile is typically measured to similar accuracy. The error in the line integral of the density as measured by the sub-millimeter interferometer is less than ±5% for densities in the range 1 x 1020 < ii < 3 x 10 20 m-3 . However, the Abel transform required to obtain local n.(r) introduces errors and the approximation by a three parameter standard profile used in the code further degrades the accuracy. We estimate a 15% error bar on n,(0) to be reasonable. This estimate is supported by comparison with Thomson scattering data.
The error in the calibration of the absolute neutron rate is less than 25%, which has little impact on the implied ion temperature.
The results of varying parameters within these error estimates on the evaluation of the neoclassical multiplier are shown in figure 9 . Each trace represents a code run based on the shot depicted in figure 7 but with different input values corresponding to assumed errors in calibration or profile determination. The pre-pellet discharge is clearly inconsistent with neoclassical ion transport in all cases, while the post-injection values are all below Xs/XNeo = 1.5. Some of the runs lead to anomaly factors less than unity following injection.
The relatively larger spread in the post-pellet traces is, of course, due to the closer coupling between electrons and ions and the reduction in (T -Ti).
In the above, errors in calibration have been assumed to be consistent throughout the discharge. In the case of the density profile, particularly, it is also important to consider the effect on the analysis of possible time dependent errors. This is especially true in light of the apparent correlation between the evolution of the density profile and anomalous transport illustrated in figures 3,4,and 7. The possibility that this correlation could be an artifact of the analysis technique was tested by re-doing the analysis of the data of figure 7 using a false ne(r,t) profile such that fe(t) was unchanged, but the time history of ref,(t) after injection more closely resembled that of figure 3, i.e. first decreasing and then returning close to its pre-pellet value. The resulting behavior of the inferred anomaly factor for this case is included in figure 9 and is essentally indistinguishable from the nominal value. We may therefore conclude that the relationship between density profile and ion transport is valid and not a consequence of implicit dependences inherent in the analysis.
Discussion
It is apparent from the data that the gas fueled plasmas exhibit significant anomalies in ion thermal diffusivity which are reduced following pellet injection. Furthermore the effect appears to be related to the peaking of the density profile, although the "effective profile width " rlff may not be the best scaling parameter when applied to a range of discharges. In particular, we note that the gas fueled cases in figure 8 show no positive correlation with profile width. Nevertheless, we are led to consider anomalous transport mechanisms which depend directly or indirectly on the density profile.
In applying the results of our analysis to any such mechanism, it is necessary to consider several points. First, in the absence of measured profiles for the ion temperature, the analyses have been been carried out under the assumption that the anomalous ion conduction is of the form of a constant multiplier times the neoclassical coefficient. There is, of course, no valid basis for such a model, and specific anomalous transport models may in fact scale quite differently. The self-consistent T(r, t) generated by the code will therefore not correspond to that resulting from an alternative model with the same "average" effects.
This fact is important for mechanisms which depend on the ion temperature profile, for example. Further, the values of xi at particular locations can not be directly compared with theoretical predictions with different spatial dependences. Another difficulty arises from the reduction of experimental data to simplified analytic forms for use in the code. While the parameterization is adequate for the calculation described, as evidenced by the relative insensitivity of the results to artificial variations in the profiles, it is not sufficiently detailed to give accurate values for gradients, for example. Use of these forms in conjunction with models which depend on local scale lengths, e.g. of the density and temperature, may produce unreliable results.
Keeping these considerations in mind, we nevertheless may examine our data in the context of some specific mechanisms, looking for general trends rather than precise agreement. One possible effect which bears at least qualitative similarities to the experimental results is the ion mixing mode [7] . Here the relevant parameter is the quantity where rn = (dlnn/dr)-1 is the local density scale length. While there is no correlation between Xi/x,O and the ratio r;/f/,rt, as shown in figure 10 , it is interesting that the values of ?i/17crit for both pellet and gas fueled cases lie close to unity, easily within the combination of experimental and modeling error and theoretical uncertainty. While this result may be purely coincidental, it might be conjectured that the thermal transport due to these modes has the effect of flattening the ion temperature profile sufficiently to reduce qi to the marginally stable value; effective saturation of the mode would therefore occur at an amplitude corresponding to the self-consistent enhancement of Xi. Simulations based on the estimated thermal diffusivity contained in [7] indicate that the transport is sufficiently While the clearest difference between gas and pellet fueled discharges is their density profiles, they are not identical in all other respects and we cannot rule out other causes for the improved ion confinement. For example, the lack of intense gas puffing in pellet discharges may change the power balance in the discharge edge. Further, the differences in the density profiles reflect differences in particle transport and while we can recognize correlations between energy and particle transport, cause and effect are more difficult to sort out.
Conclusions
We have confirmed the presence of significant excess ion thermal losses in gas fueled ohmic discharges in the density range 1020 < ie < 3 x 10 20 m-3 and currents 250 < I, < 5OkA. The ion heat flux corresponds to a thermal diffusion coefficient 3 to 5 times the Chang-Hinton neoclassical value. Following pellet injection the ion thermal diffusivity at the half-radius decreases from values near 0.5 m 2 /Sec to near O.1m 2 /eec; the latter correspond to neoclassical predictions for these plasma parameters. While the ion thermal conductivity xitypically falls in these cases, re, appears to rise or remain roughly constant.
In some instances the neoclassical level of ion transport persists throughout the remainder of the discharge. More typically, the ratio of xi/xf* increases with time and may approach the pre-injection value. The behavior of the anomaly factor for a given discharge is strongly correlated with the peaking of the density profile, and some correlation between the global parameter ref and the anomalous diffusivity is apparent from the data. The values of ,i~ obtained are close to the critical values for marginal stability for the ion mixing mode. One may speculate that the large spread in ion thermal conductivity observed corresponds to that required to sufficiently flatten the ion temperature profile as to provide stability with respect to a given density profile.
The typical magnitude of the anomalous ion transport in the gas fueled target plasmas in this parameter range corresponds to X4"*" -0.4m 2 /sec. The presence of an anomalous thermal diffusivity of this magnitude in higher density discharges would be sufficient to account for the observed saturation in global energy confinement in gas fueled ALCATOR C plasmas. Moreover, the lack of saturation in the best high density pellet fueled cases, which also exhibited. the strongest peaking of the density profile, is consistent with the effect documented here. Therefore, while the present work cannot unambiguously account for the high density results, it suggests that a similar mechanism is responsible. 
